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ABSTRACT
Recently optical frequency combs and low noise RF tones are drawing increased
attention due to applications in spectroscopy, metrology, arbitrary waveform generation, optical
signal processing etc. This thesis focuses on the generation of low noise RF tones and stabilized
optical frequency combs. The optical frequency combs are generated by a semiconductor based
external cavity mode-locked laser with a high finesse intracavity etalon. In order to get the
lowest noise and broadest bandwidth from the mode-locked laser, it is critical to know the free
spectral range (FSR) of the etalon precisely. First the etalon FSR is measured by using the
modified Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) based method and obtained a resolution of 1 part in 106,
which is 2 order of magnitude better than the standard PDH based method. After optimizing the
cavity length, RF driving frequency and PDH cavity locking point, the mode-locked laser had an
integrated timing jitter of 3 fs (1 Hz- 100 MHz) which is, to the best of our knowledge, the
lowest jitter ever reported from a semiconductor based multigigahertz comb source. The modelocked laser produces ~ 100 comb lines with 10 GHz spacing, a linewidth of ~500 Hz and 75 dB
optical signal-to-noise ratio. The same system can also be driven as a regeneratively modelocked laser with greatly improved noise performance.
Another way of generating a low noise RF tone is using an opto-electronic oscillator
which uses an optical cavity as a high Q element. Due to the harmonic nature of OEOs, a mode
selection element is necessary. Standard OEOs use an RF filter having drawbacks such as broad
pass band, high loss, and high thermal noise. In our work, a novel optoelectronic scheme which
uses an optical filter (Fabry-Perot etalon) as the mode filter instead of an RF filter is
demonstrated. This method has the advantage of having ultra-narrow filtering bandwidths ( ~ 10
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kHz for a 10 GHz FSR and 106 finesse) and an extremely low noise RF signal. Experimental
demonstration of the proposed method resulted in a 5-10 dB decrease of the OEO noise
compared to the conventional OEO setup. Also, by modifying the etalon-based OEO, and using
single side band modulation, an optically tunable optoelectronic oscillator is achieved with 10-20
dB lower noise than dual side band modulation. Noise properties of the OEO as a function of
optical frequency detuning is also analyzed theoretically and the results are in agreement with
experimental results.
The thesis concludes with comments on future work and directions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Optical frequency combs and low noise RF tone generation have drawn considerable
attention for applications in high speed photonic analog to digital conversion [1-2], arbitrary
electrical waveform generation[3], optical arbitrary waveform generation[4] and coherent
communication[5]. Optical frequency combs can be generated by various methods including
direct modulation of CW light [6-7], using a monolithic microresonator [8] and from a modelocked laser [9-10]. This work mainly focuses on the generation of optical comb lines from
mode-locked lasers.
Optical frequency combs generated from a mode-locked laser can be represented as in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Optical frequency combs from a mode-locked laser.

Any optical comb line frequency can be expressed as:
(1)

1

Where, fceo is the carrier envelope offset frequency, frep is the repetition rate of the laser
and n is the mode number.
One of the frequency domain applications of optical frequency comb is optical arbitrary
waveform generation (OAWG). The ability to generate phase locked optical comb makes modelocked lasers an excellent source for optical arbitrary waveform generation. An example of
OAWG is shown in Fig. 2. The wavelength division multiplexing filter separates different comb
lines. The separated optical comb lines can be amplitude and phase modulated independently and
then recombined again to create an optical arbitrary waveform. The WDM filter requires a high
optical frequency stability of the comb lines to match the comb lines with the peak of the filter
which a mode-locked laser can provide easily.

Figure 2: An example of a frequency domain application. AM, amplitude modulator; PM, phase
modulator.

Another example of phase locked comb lines is from astronomical measurements. A
multi-gigahertz separated comb lines are used to calibrate the spectrographs and this can lead to
radial velocity measurements with <1 cm/s precision [11].
One of the time domain applications of mode locked lasers is high speed analog to digital
conversion. Fig. 3 shows a representation of photonic analog to digital conversion (ADC) [2].
2

The photonic high speed ADC uses a time demultiplexer to separate the subsequent pulses of the
optical pulse train into different channels. By using a lower bandwidth photodetector and
electronics the signal is analyzed and then combined. The overall performance of a ADC system
rely on the master clock performance which is the mode-locked laser, for example 10
gigasample/sec ADC requires a pulse train with an rms timing jitter of 30 fs and amplitude noise
under 0.049% to achieve 10 bits of resolution.

Figure 3: Representation of photonic analog to digital conversion. AM. Amplitude modulator.

There are different methods for optical frequency stabilization of the mode-locked lasers.
One approach is the self-referencing technique [12] that requires an octave spanning optical
bandwith, which is difficult to obtain at high repetition rates. Another method is to stabilize the
optical comb lines is to an intracavity etalon [13]. In this technique the optical frequency is
stabilized reference to the resonance of a Fabry-Perot etalon.
Semiconductor lasers can be fundamentally mode-locked at multi-gigahertz repetition rates
[14]. However, because of the short cavity length, these lasers have a very broad linewidth. In
order to decrease the linewidth of the mode-locked laser long cavities are necessary.
In order to maintain the high repetition rate with a longer cavity, harmonic mode-locking is
necessary. In active mode-locking, the modulation frequency is not equal to the laser cavity

3

fundamental frequency (fc) but it‘s an integer multiple of it (N*fc). When the laser is modelocked at the Nth harmonic, there are N different independent pulses inside the cavity, Fig.4. Each
pulse has its own interleaved phase locked optical spectrum, or super-modes, with optical comb
separation of N*fc. The simultaneous lasing of independent optical super-modes causes random
fluctuations in timing and amplitude of the pulse train. This noise is called super-mode noise in
timing jitter and pulse to pulse amplitude noise. The noise spurs occur at the multiples of the
cavity fundamental.

a)

b)

Figure 4: Harmonic mode-locking in time (a) and frequency (b) domain. The time domain picture shows
multiple pulses in the cavity, and the frequency domain picture shows interleaved super-mode sets of
phase locked frequencies.

4

There are different methods to suppress the supermode-noise. One of them is injecting a narrow
linewidth laser in to the cavity [15]. In this method a CW laser light is injected in to the cavity.
The supermode group created by the narrow linewidth injected light becomes dominant and
suppresses the other supermode groups. Another method to suppress the super-mode noise is to
use an intracavity etalon. The etalon inside a laser cavity removes all but one optical super-mode
by the periodic filtering thereby eliminating the super-mode noise and lowering the timing jitter
(Fig. 5).

a)

b)

Figure 5: The periodic filtering of the Fabry-Perot etalon eliminates all but one longitudinal phase locked
mode set.

By using an etalon inside a cavity, one can get a long cavity length and hence narrow linewidth
while maintaining the high repetition rate. However, the width of the etalon transmission
window limits the length of the laser cavity. If the cavity is too long, then more than one
supermode set will fit inside the transmission window and hence the elimination cannot be done.
One way to increase the cavity length is simply to use an etalon with a narrower transmission
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peak or higher finesse. The performance of a actively mode locked laser with a 100-finesse
etalon was shown [16,17]. The pulse-to-pulse timing jitter and amplitude noise measurements
can be performed by examining the RF phase and amplitude noise sidebands of the
photodetected carrier tone at the laser repetition rate frequency[18]. The timing jitter can be
calculated from the phase noise sidebands by:

J 

1
2f ML

2 L( f )df

(2)

where  J is the root-mean-squared jitter, f ML is the laser repetition rate and L( f ) is the relative
power of the phase noise side band in one Hertz bandwidth to the carrier power. In order to
obtain the total root-mean-squared jitter, the upper limit of the integral should be one-half of the
repetition rate (Nyquist frequency). For a laser with multi-gigahertz repetition rate, it is difficult
to measure the jitter up to Nyquist frequency with the commercially available equipment. Thus
instead, assumptions about the noise spectrum and extrapolations are made [19].
The pulse-to-pulse amplitude fluctuations can be calculated from the amplitude noise sidebands
as [18]

E
 2 M ( f )df
E

(3)

where E E is the fractional of the pulse amplitude and M ( f ) is the power the relative power of
the amplitude noise side band in one Hertz bandwidth to the carrier power.
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CHAPTER 2: HIGH PRECISION FREE SPECTRAL RANGE
MEASUREMENT OF A FABRY-PEROT ETALON

Introduction
When an etalon inserted to the laser cavity it‘s critical to know the free spectral range (FSR) of
the etalon because the laser will be driven by the FSR frequency. Any mismatch between the
FSR, synthesizer frequency and laser mode spacing will result in a poor mode-locking and
narrower optical bandwidth.
Most of the reported methods for measuring the FSR of an etalon are based on mapping out the
etalon transmission peaks with an optical spectrum analyzer [20-22]. However because of the
limited resolution of an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), the precision of these methods is
reduced when the FSR is relatively small. In order to measure the FSR precisely without relying
on the limited resolution of an OSA, a method based on the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique
[23] was introduced with a precision 1 part in 104 [24]. The precision of this technique was
limited by an unwanted static modulation of the background signal which reduces the signal to
noise ratio.
In this work, we eliminate this static modulation by introducing an additional dynamic (time
varying) modulation followed by time averaging to the measurement setup resulting in the
elimination of the unwanted background component in the error signal. The increase in the
signal-to-noise ratio leads to an improvement in the precision of the FSR measurement by 2
orders of magnitude. The FSR of a ~10GHz etalon with 100 finesse was measured with 10 kHz
precision which represents 1 part in 106 precision.
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Experiments and Results:
The measurement technique relies on the PDH frequency stabilization error signal. The modified
set-up of the PDH scheme for the FSR measurement is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Modified setup of PDH error signal (RF Osc: RF Oscillator, PM: Phase Modulator, PS: Phase
Shifter, Cir: Circulator, FSC: Free Space Coupler, PZT: Piezoelectric transducer SG: Signal Generator,
PD: Photo detector, Mix: Mixer, LPF: Low Pass Filter).

The PDH error signal amplitude after the low pass filter (LPF) is given by:



 

Vmix ( )  Vo Re r ( )r * (  )  r * ( )r (  ) ei

(4)

where, υ is the optical frequency, Ω is the phase modulation frequency, Vo  IRM 2 (I is
the injected optical power, β is the modulation depth, η is the photo detector efficiency, R is the
8

impedance (50 ohm), M is the mixer conversion gain,), ΔΦ is the phase difference between
mixer LO and RF inputs and r(υ) is the is the etalon reflectivity which is given by:

r ( ) 

r (exp(i 2 f FSR )  1)
1  r 2 exp(i 2 f FSR )

(5)

where r is the mirror reflectivity and fFSR is the FSR.

Figure 7: Simulation of error signal with frequencies: 0.95.0.995,1.005,and 1.05 of
bottom for

 f FSR from top to

  0 .

The simulation of the signal at different modulation frequencies, when ΔΦ=0 is shown in Fig. 7.
Note that this phase difference is different from the normal 90o phase for conventional PDH
locking schemes, and serves as the basis for this technique [24]. In this case, the PDH error
9

signal becomes very weak as Ω approaches the fFSR, but the sign of the signal changes as Ω is
tuned across the etalon resonance. In our improved technique, this property is used to measure
the FSR precisely.

Figure 8: The shift of ripples as a function of distance between the fiber coupler and etalon. Note that the
error signal is stationary.

Experimental results shown in Fig. 8 display a static modulation (not present in the simulated
results), which limit the measurement precision. An important characteristic of this signal is that,
as the distance between the fiber free space coupler and etalon changes, the static modulation
10

shifts but the PDH error signal remains fixed. Fig. 8 shows the shifts of the static modulation
when the distance between the free space coupler and etalon changes slightly. In order to change
the distance between the free space coupler and etalon, a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) is placed
under the free space coupler. Modulation of the voltage applied to the PZT by a sine wave results
in a periodic displacement of the static modulation rapidly. During data acquisition, the error
signal can then be electronically time averaged. As this modulation has a sinusoidal shape and is
dynamically changed, after averaging the modulation is eliminated but the error signal remains
unchanged. In Fig. 9, the signal is shown with the previous PDH based measurement technique
and in Fig. 10 with the modified PDH based technique.

Figure 9: Error signal with ripples (modulation frequency ~ 0.999 fFSR).
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Figure 10: Error signal without ripples (modulation frequency ~ 0.999 fFSR)

First, the PDH error signal peak to peak difference against RF modulation frequency is plotted in
Fig. 11. As it can be seen from the graph the zero crossing (or FSR value) is between
10.2425GHz and 10.2426GHz. This gives the FSR of the etalon with 100 kHz precision, or 1
part in 105, which means the precision of the measurement is improved by one order of
magnitude due to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement of the error signal in Fig. 10.

12

Figure 11: PDH error signal peak-to-peak difference against RF modulation frequency.

As the signal amplitude is very small near the zero crossing, amplitude differences in the PDH
error signal peak-to-peak voltage between 10.2425GHz and 10.2426GHz are difficult to
measure. Instead of measuring the peak-to-peak voltage, the shape of the PDH error signal was
analysed. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the error signal changes sign (slope) when the
modulation frequency passes the FSR. As the error signal changes sign above and below the
FSR, instead of measuring the peak to peak amplitude, the shape of the PDH error signal is
analysed with 10 kHz steps between 10.2425GHz and 10.2426GHz.
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Figure 12: PDH error signals with 10 kHz step modulation frequency increase.

From Fig. 12 it can be clearly seen that, the PDH error signal changes sign between
10.24257GHz and 10.24258GHz. Without the unwanted modulation the accuracy is improved to
100 kHz and the fine analysis of the error signal sign increases the accuracy to 10 kHz or 1 part
in 106 precision.
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Conclusion:
A previously novel PDH based technique for FSR measurement is limited by the static
modulation in the error signal. In this paper we improved the PDH based technique by
dynamically changing the static modulation and averaging electronically during data acquisition.
The elimination of the modulation realizes a 10 kHz accuracy with a 10GHz etalon, which
implies a 1 part in 106 precision. To our knowledge this is the most precise measurement of FSR.
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CHAPTER 3: A SEMICONDUCTOR BASED 10-GHZ OPTICAL COMB
SOURCE

Introduction
A semiconductor based 10 GHz mode-locked laser with 1000 finesse intracavity etalon is
implemented and characterized.

Figure 13: Laser cavity and optical frequency stabilization schematic. I: Isolator, SOA:
Semiconductor Optical Amplifier, PS: Phase Shifter, PD: Photodetector, PC: Polarization
Controller, IM: Intensity Modulator, PBS: Polarization Beam Splitter, DCF: Dispersion
Compensating Fiber, FPE: Fabry-Perot Etalon, PID: PID controller, PM: Phase Modulator, Cir:
Optical Circulator, OPS: Optical Phase Shifter, VOD: Variable Optical Delay.
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 13. The setup has two main parts, the laser cavity and
PDH loop. The cavity is ~ 35 meter which corresponds to ~ 5.6MHz cavity fundamental
frequency. The cavity consists of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) as the gain medium.
The SOA was biased at 600 mA, resulting in an average output power of 8 mW. The modelocking is done by loss modulation by using an intensity modulator (IM). The intensity
modulator is driven by an ultra-low noise oscillator at 10.287 GHz. Two isolators maintain the
unidirectionality of the lasing and also they block some of the unwanted reflection from the
etalon to the SOA. The etalon has two curved mirrors with 50 cm of radius, a free spectral range
of 10.287GHz and finesse of 1000. The resonance of the etalon at full width at half maximum is
~10 MHz. In order to increase the stability of the etalon which is the reference of the MLL, the
etalon is sealed and made of ultra-low expansion quartz. The polarization beam splitter (PBS)
separetes the two orthogonal polarization states one is coming from the laser cavity and the other
one is coming from the PDH loop. Variable optical delay (VOD) and optical phase shifter (OPS)
are used for the coarse and the fine tuning of the cavity length. In order to control the dispersion
of the cavity 3.5 meter of dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) is added.
Part of the output signal is sent to the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) loop. It is phase modulated at
640 MHz and then sent back to the cavity by the orthogonal polarization state. The reflected
beam from etalon is again sent back to the PDH loop. The signal is then photodetected and
mixed with the local oscillator. The obtained error signal is send to an analog proportionalintegral-differential (PID) feedback control circuit, which adjusts the cavity length by using a
piezoelectric optical phase shifter. Without the active control of the cavity length, optical cavity
length changes owing to the environmental effects, such as temperature changes and mechanical
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vibrations. The fluctuations in the optical cavity length will result in fluctuations in the optical
frequency change and finally the mode-locking will be destroyed.

Experimental Results
The optical frequency stabilized mode-locked laser with 1000 finesse intracavity etalon has a
square spectrum with 10dB optical bandwidth of 8.3nm (Fig. 14). The visibility of the comb
lines is limited by the resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer, ~ 0.01nm.

Figure 14: Optical spectrum analyzer.
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In order to obtain the optical signal-to noise ratio (OSNR), the optical frequency is down
converted by using a narrow linewidth (< 1kHz) CW laser and observed by an RF spectrum
analyzer. The down converted single optical tone shows an OSNR of > 75 dB as seen in Fig. 15.
It should be noted here that the other optical supermodes are suppressed below the measurement
noise floor.

Figure 15: Down converted single optical tone.

The sampling scope trace of the pulse train is shown (without averaging) in Fig. 16. The
autocorrelation trace shows a pulsewidth of ~16 ps directly from the mode-locked laser. The
pulses are compressed by using a dual grating compressor to 1.1 ps, Fig. 17.
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Figure 16: Sampling scope trace.

Figure 17: Autocorrelation trace directly from MLL and after compressed by using a dual grating
compressor.
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The optical linewidth and optical frequency stabilization of the mode-locked laser was
measured by beating one of the comb lines with a narrow linewidth CW laser. As the
linewidth of the CW laser is narrow (~1 kHz), the linewidth of the mode-locked laser can
be estimated from the width of the beat tone. The linewidth of the optical comb line is
measured to be < 1 kHz, Fig. 18.

Figure 18: Optical linewidth measurement.
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The stability of the optical spectrum of the mode-locked laser is also measured by observing
the maximum deviation of the beat signal. The maximum deviation of the beat tone demonstrates
the optical stability of the mode-locked laser which is ~ 150 kHz over 30 sec, Fig 19. Note that
both the optical linewidth and the optical frequency stability measurements are limited by the
linewidth and stability of the CW laser.
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Figure 19: Optical frequency fluctuation over 30 sec.

The optical frequency noise spectrum of the comb lines was also measured referenced to the
ULE quartz etalon, shown in Fig. 20. The optical comb lines have a frequency noise of 10
Hz/√Hz at 10 Hz offset frequency.
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Figure 20: Optical frequency noise spectrum.

The phase and amplitude noise of the photo-detected carrier at 10.287 GHz was also measured.
The relative phase noise shown in Fig. 21 starts with ~-100dBc/Hz at 1 Hz and decrease linearly
to ~-140dBc/Hz at 1 kHz. After a flat noise spectrum form 1 kHz to 200 kHz, the noise decreases
to ~-160dBc/Hz around 10 MHz. The peak of the first supernode noise spur is suppressed below
-150dBc/Hz. A timing jitter of 3 fs was obtained via integration of the phase noise spectrum
from 1 Hz to 100 MHz, the limit of our measurement capability. By extrapolating to Nyquist
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frequency (~5.14GHz), the jitter upto Nyquist is estimated as ~14 fs. The amplitude noise is
shown in Fig. 22. The amplitude noise is mostly limited by the noise floor. The integrated
amplitude noise is ~0.023% over 1 Hz to 100 MHz.

Figure 21: Relative phase noise, noise floor, and integrated timing jitter.
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Figure 22: Amplitude noise, noise floor, and integrated amplitude fluctuation.

Conclusion
A 10 GHz mode locked laser with 1000 finesse intracavity etalon is demonstrated. A factor of
10 increase of the finesse allows us to increase the cavity length by a factor of 10 and hence get a
lower timing jitter. The timing jitter integrated over 1Hz-100MHz was measured to be 3 fs, the
extrapolated timing jitter up to Nyquist is only 14 fs. The integrated amplitude noise of the MLL
over 1Hz-100MHz is 0.023%. Optical frequency fluctuations were less than 150 kHz and the
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optical comb linewidth is measured as <1kHz. Owing to its well defined stable optical comb and
low phase noise this laser has applications in photonic analog to digital conversion, coherent
communication, arbitrary waveform generation and optical clock distribution.
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CHAPTER 4: REGENARETIVELY MODE-LOCKED LASER

Introduction and experimental setup

High repetition rate, frequency stabilized mode-locked lasers have applications in coherent
communication and signal processing such as dense wavelength division multiplexing, optical
code division multiple access and optical arbitrary waveform generation [25]. Such systems
require low pulse to pulse timing jitter and high optical frequency stability. In order to get low
pulse to pulse timing jitter an ultra-low noise RF oscillator is necessary. Such RF oscillators are
expensive, heavy and consume too much power. The elimination of the ultra-low noise RF
oscillator is possible by using a coupled optoelectronic oscillator (COEO) design [26]. It also has
been shown that mode-locked lasers with longer cavities have lower timing jitter owing to higher
quality factors [27]. In order to achieve high repetition rates with long cavity, harmonic modelocking is necessary. Harmonic mode-locking leads to interleaved optical super-modes,
competition among which leads to super-mode noise and increased timing jitter. One of the most
effective methods to suppress the super-mode noise is to use an intracavity Fabry-Perot etalon.
The etalon removes all but one optical super-mode by the periodic filtering thereby eliminating
the super-mode noise and lowering the timing jitter. It is important to note that the width of the
transmission peaks of the etalon puts a practical upper limit on the laser cavity length. If the
cavity length is too long, more than one super-mode set fits within the etalon transmission
resonance which will prevent effective elimination of the neighboring super-modes. The
optoelectronic loop is formed by a high speed photodetector, an RF amplifier and a phase shifter.
Part of the laser output is photodetected, amplified and send to the intensity modulator. Note that
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unlike conventional COEO this optoelectronic loop does not consist of an RF filter as the
harmonic mode selection is done by the etalon inside the cavity.
Cavity stabilization is necessary in such systems because optical frequency fluctuations may
result in a detuning between the etalon transmission peak and optical comb lines, leading to a
destabilization of modelocking. There are different methods for optical frequency stabilization
but the preferred method for such systems is the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [23] as the
laser itself contains the optical reference required in the PDH technique.
In this work, a 10.287 GHz semiconductor based coupled optoelectronic oscillator (COEO) with
1000 finesse intracavity etalon is demonstrated. The factor 10 increase in the finesse over
previous work [28,29] allows for an increase in the laser cavity length, leading to an increased
quality factor and decreased optical linewidth as well as an increase in the optical frequency
stability.
The laser schematic is shown in Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: Laser cavity and optical frequency stabilization schematic. I: Isolator, SOA:
Semiconductor Optical Amplifier, PS: Phase Shifter, PD: Photodetector, PC: Polarization
Controller, IM: Intensity Modulator, PBS: Polarization Beam Splitter, DCF: Dispersion
Compensating Fiber, FPE: Fabry-Perot Etalon, PID: PID controller, PM: Phase Modulator, Cir:
Optical Circulator, OPS: Optical Phase Shifter, VOD: Variable Optical Delay, RF Amp: RF
Amplifier.

Results

In Fig 24, the sampling scope trace of the pulse train is shown. The pulse autocorrelation is
shown in Fig. 25. The pulses generated by the COEO has an intensity autocorrelation full-width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 25ps. After compressing the pulses by using a dual grating
compressor, the pulse FWHM intensity autocorrelation is measured to be 1.5ps. Fig. 26 shows
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the RF spectrum view of the pulse train. The first supermode spurs of the cavity are suppressed
below 121 dBc/Hz.

Figure 24: Sampling scope trace of the pulse train.
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Figure 25: Autocorrelation trace.

Figure 26: The RF spectrum of photo-detected pulse train.
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The laser optical spectrum is shown in Fig. 27. The spectrum has a -10 dB bandwidth of >5 nm.
The visibility of the comb lines is limited by the resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer. The
high resolution optical spectrum analyzer shows ~47 dB signal-to-noise ratio (Fig 28).

Figure 27: Optical spectrum

Figure 28: High resolution optical spectrum
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The optical linewidth and optical frequency stability of the COEO is measured by mixing one of
the opticsl comb lines with a narrow linewidth CW laser. As the linewidth of the CW laser is
narrow (~1 kHz), the linewidth of the mode-locked laser can be estimated from the width of the
beat tone.

Figure 29: Optical linewidth measurement

The stability of the optical spectrum of the mode-locked laser is also measured by observing
the maximum deviation of the beat signal. The linewidth of the optical comb line is measured to
be < 1 kHz (Fig. 29), and the maximum deviation of the beat tone demonstrates the optical
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stability of the mode-locked laser which is ~ 150 kHz over 30 sec (Fig 30). Note that both the
optical linewidth and the optical frequency stability measurements are limited by the linewidth
and stability of the CW laser.

Figure 30: Spectrogram of the beat tone over 30 sec.
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Figure 31: Allan deviation measurement of the COEO.

Allan deviation measurement of the COEO is also done and resulted in an RF frequency stability
of ~ 10-9 in 0.1 seconds (Fig. 31).

Conclusion

A 10.287 GHz semiconductor based coupled optoelectronic oscillator with 1000 finesse
intracavity etalon is demonstrated with, < 1kHz optical linewidth and ~150 kHz optical
frequency instability and >121dBc/Hz RF supermode noise spur suppression.
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CHAPTER 5: AN INTERFEROMETRIC METHOD FOR HIGH
EXTINCTION RATIO MEASUREMENTS
Pulse picking for the generation of low repetition rate pulses from a high repetition rate pulse
source has applications in chirped pulse amplification, eXtreme chirped pulse amplification [3032], and time division demultiplexing [33-35]. The figure of merit of a temporally demultiplexed
pulse train is the dynamic extinction ratio (DER). The DER is the extinction ratio of the
modulator when it is driven at high speeds as compared to measuring the extinction ratio under
DC bias conditions. Developments in device technology have led to very high dynamic
extinction ratios [36]. As the dynamic extinction ratio improves, direct measurement methods,
such as using a sampling oscilloscope, high dynamic range intensity autocorrelation methods
[37] start to fail due to the limited dynamic range, typically ~30dB. Optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA) based techniques rely on high modulation rates and will fail for pulse picking applications
where the pulse repetition rate is smaller than the OSA resolution [38]. A novel interferometric
method for measuring the dynamic extinction ratio is reported with a dynamic range of 60dB and
the DER of the temporally demultiplexed pulse train is measured with the introduced method and
found to be 44 dB which is 14dB higher than previously reported [39].

Temporally demultiplexing of pulses

The experimental setup for temporally demultiplexing a pulse train is shown in Fig. 32. The
incoming pulses from a mode-locked laser at 5 GHz (Fig. 33) is sent to the HEM where the
pulses are temporally demultiplexed to 150 MHz (Fig 34). The pulse width of the optical pulses
is 40 ps. The HEM is optimized to minimum transmission by a DC power supply. By using a
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bias-T, the HEM is driven by an electrical pulse generator producing pulses with 100ps full
width half maximum (FWHM) at a repetition rate of 150 MHz. When observed with a sampling
scope the electrical signal has a ringing following to the signal which is mapped to the picked
pulses in Fig. 34.The amplitude of the electrical pulse signal is 5V whereas the Vpi of the HEM
is 7V.

Figure 32: Experimental setup. EPG, Electrical Pulse Generator; PS, Phase Shifter; and HEM, High
Extinction Modulator.
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Figure 33: The input pulses form a mode-locked laser (nonuniformity of pulse amplitudes is due to
aliasing).
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Figure 34: The demultiplexed pulse train at 150 MHz..

The input and output pulses are detected by using a high speed photo detector and observed
with a sampling scope. The ringing following the temporally demultiplexed pulses is due to the
ringing in the electrical signal.
The dynamic extinction ratio of the temporally demultiplexed pulses is sufficiently high that
it could not be measured with any direct measurement method. As a result, the temporally
selected pulses are sent to the interferometric setup for the dynamic extinction ratio
measurement.
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Experimental Setup and Theory

Figure 35: Experimental setup of the extinction ratio measurement setup. PM, phase modulator; VOD,
variable optical delay; PD, photo detector, RF-A, RF amplifier; RFSA, RF spectrum analyzer.

The measurement setup shown in Fig. 35 consists of an interferometer which has a phase
modulator (PM) in one arm and a variable optical delay (VOD) in the other arm. During the
experiment the PM is driven with a sine wave. This interferometric setup can be considered as an
intensity modulator with a variable optical delay in one arm. The phase modulation imposes an
intensity modulation on the pulses. The combined pulses are photo-detected, amplified with an
RF amplifier, and the power at the phase modulation frequency is measured with a RF spectrum
analyzer (a lock-in-amplifier can also be used).
The amplitude of the photo-detected RF signal due to this intensity modulation depends on the
relative delay between the arms. By using the VOD, two different delay configurations are
analyzed. The first case is for two selected pulses overlapping in time (Fig. 36(a)) and the second
case is for one selected pulse from one arm overlapping with the extinguished pulse from the
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second arm (Fig. 36(b)). As the first configuration interferes two selected pulses, it gives higher
RF signal power than the second case. The dynamic extinction ratio of the temporally
demultiplexed pulse train can then be determined by comparing the RF signal power difference
of these two configurations.
It should be noted that the measurement method requires high pulse to pulse correlation. In this
experiment a harmonically mode-locked laser is used as the pulse train source. Harmonically
mode locked lasers do not necessarily have high pulse to pulse correlation [40-41]. The pulse to
pulse correlation of the pulse train is verified by comparing the RF signal powers of the
interfering pulses for the two different cases. The incoming pulses from the MLL are sent to the
interferometric setup without pulse picking. The combined pulses are photo-detected, amplified
with an RF amplifier, and the power at the repetition rate is measured with a RF spectrum
analyzer. The resulting RF powers of the combined pulses are nearly the same for the two pulse
positions, thus insuring that the pulses are highly correlated for the inserted time delay.

Figure 36: Relative pulse position that results in maximum RF power (a); and minimum RF power(b).
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We define the intensity of the selected pulse as I1 with electric field E1 and the intensity of
extinguished pulses as I2 with electric field E2. When the selected pulses overlap in time, the
average intensity of the pulses shown in Fig 36(a) can be written as:

I avg  A  E1  E1 e i

2



 (E

2

 E 2 e i )

2

(6)

where φ is the phase shift due to the phase modulation. As the E2 is very small when compared to
E1, E22 terms are ignored. The average intensity is given as:

I avg  A  2  I1  2  I1 cos( )

(7)

As the RF power is proportional to the square of the intensity, the power of the RF signal is
given by:

PA RF  A  4  I 12  cos2 ( )

(8)

where A is a constant.
When the selected pulses overlap with extinguished pulses, the average intensity of the pulses
that are in Fig. 36(b) is given as:
2

2

I avg  B  E1  E 2 e i  E1e i  E 2 

 ( E 2  E 2 e i )

2

(9)

After ignoring the E22 terms and simplifying we get:

I avg  B  2I1  4 I1 I 2 cos( )
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(10)

and the corresponding RF signal power becomes:

PB  RF  A  16  I 1  I 2 cos2 ( )

(11)

The dynamic extinction ratio is the intensity ratio of the selected pulses to the extinguished
ones, which is I1/I2 .
From the ratio of the RF signals the dynamic extinction ratio can be written as:

DER  I1 I 2  4  PA RF PB  RF

(12)

or in dB scale:

DER  PA RF  PB  RF  6

(13)

As a result, the change in the RF signal is a direct measure of the dynamic pulse extinction
ratio, quantitatively showing the quality of pulse picking.

Measurement Results and Discussion

As mentioned above, the input pulses at 5GHz are temporally demultiplexed to 150 MHz by
selecting every 34th pulse (Fig. 34). The selected pulses are then sent to the DER measurement
setup (Fig. 35). As a result of the phase modulation at 5 MHz, the output pulses are intensity
modulated at 5 MHz. The intensity modulated pulses are first photo detected and after
amplification measured at the RF spectrum analyzer.
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When the interfering pulses overlap as in Fig. 36 (a), the resulting RF power is -46dBm as shown
in Fig. 37. The RF spectrum in Fig. 38 corresponds to the case shown in Fig. 36 (b), and the RF
power is-78dBm.

Figure 37: RF Signal, (a) when two picked pulses are overlap, (b) when the picked pulse is overlap with
the eliminated pulse.
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Figure 38: RF Signal, when the picked pulse is overlap with the eliminated pulse.

The RF power difference, normalized to the nonlinear amplification of the RF amplifier, is
38 dB. By adding 6dB, from equation (13), the extinction ratio is found to be 44dB. The dynamic
range of the measurement method is limited by the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Therefore it can
be improved by increasing the SNR (increasing the input optical power and photodetector
responsivity, using a higher gain RF amplifier or lower loss modulator etc…). Under the test
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conditions the SNR is found to be ~54 dB. After adding 6 dB according to equation (13), the
dynamic range is found to be ~60 dB.

Conclusion
A novel method for measuring the dynamic extinction ratio is demonstrated for cases where the
extinction ratio is very large and cannot be measured with conventional methods. Our approach
is based on a comparison of the RF signal powers of interfering the various combinations of
selected pulses and extinguished pulses. The measured extinction ratio, of the HEM is found to
be 44 dB. This method has a dynamic range of ~60dB. To our knowledge, this is the highest
dynamic extinction ratio measurement method for high speed optical modulators.
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CHAPTER 6: LOW NOISE OPTICALLY TUNABLE OPTOELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR WITH FABRY-PEROT ETALON
The use of photonic based techniques for the generation of low noise, high repetition rate
microwave signals has recently received significant attention in the research community due to
the extraordinary spectral purity and low phase noise of the microwave signal that can be
generated from a simple setup. Preliminary work in this area showed the potential for the
development of multi gigahertz RF sources using photonics by Neyer and the others [42,43].
However the opto-electronic oscillator did not receive great attention until Yao and Maleki used
an optical fiber as the high Q element to obtain extraordinary high spectral purity and low phase
noise [44,45]. Since then, several different types of OEO designs have been demonstrated
successfully such as the multi-loop OEO architecture, OEO with direct modulation of the laser
source, electro absorption modulator and OEO with photonic filters which use atomic cells [4652]. Also a coupled opto-electronic oscillator scheme is used to generate both mode-locked
optical frequency comb lines and a low noise RF tone [53,54].
The standard OEO design consists of a seed laser source followed by an intensity
modulator. After passing through an optical delay line, the signal is photodetected, filtered by an
RF filter, amplified, and then sent back to the modulator to complete the loop. There are some
drawbacks of the standard OEO design: a high gain RF amplifier is needed in order to
compensate for losses in the RF loop, and it is costly to make an ultra-narrow bandwidth RF
filter which is required when the optical delay line is long. Moreover, the additional loss from the
RF filter decreases the cavity Q and hence increases the phase noise. Another drawback of the
RF filter is its temperature dependency; small fluctuations in temperature result in fluctuations of
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the resonance frequency, and hence the phase induced by RF filter changes. This phase change
affects the total round trip time of the microwave signal, thus changing the oscillation frequency.
A new optoelectronic loop design which uses a high finesse Fabry-Perot etalon as the
mode selector instead of an RF filter is introduced. The effect of Fabry-Perot etalon transmission
phase is analyzed and experimentally demonstrated. The inclusion of the Fabry-Perot etalon
instead of the RF filter results in lower phase noise due to the higher Q, and also results in higher
RF frequency stability due to the ultralow temperature dependency of the Fabry-Perot etalon.
The results of the OEO with a Fabry-Perot etalon are compared with a conventional OEO with
an RF filter. When the same laser source, intensity modulator, optical delay, and RF amplifier
are used, the OEO with the Fabry-Perot etalon results in lower phase noise and higher RF
frequency stability. In the last part of the paper, an opto-electronic oscillator based on single side
band modulation technique is presented and the results are compared with the etalon based OEO
technique that uses double side band modulation.
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Figure 39: a: standard OEO scheme with RF filter, b: supported RF modes (Δf is the beat tone of the
adjacent optical modes) by the cavity, c: filtering of one of the RF modes by using an RF filter.

Theory
The standard OEO design shown in Fig.39(a), has an electro-optic modulator (EOM), an optical
delay, a photodiode, an RF filter and an RF amplifier. The microwave signal is imposed on the
optical beam and the optical delay acts as a microwave energy storage device. Long delay lines
are required in order to achieve a high microwave Q, which results in many closely separated
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microwave modes. Only frequencies which constructively interfere with themselves after each
round trip can oscillate in a cavity. In other words, the total round trip phase has to be modulo
.

where N is an integer,

is the oscillation frequency and

is the total round trip time. The

allowed frequencies can be expressed as:

Fig. 39(b) shows all the supported RF modes where Δf is the supported RF mode separation. A
narrow-band RF filter is necessary to filter out the closely separated RF modes in order to obtain
stable oscillation. In Fig 39(c), ω is the oscillation frequency which is determined by the RF filter
bandpass frequency.
The proposed OEO design with a Fabry-Perot etalon is shown in Fig 40(a). The OEO has an
EOM, an etalon as the resonant mode selector, an optical delay line, photodiode and RF
amplifier. The supported optical modes are shown in Fig. 40(b). The periodic transmission
function of the etalon only allows optical frequencies which are separated by the free spectral
range (FSR) of the etalon to oscillate and eliminates the frequencies outside the resonance width.
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Figure 40: a: OEO scheme with Fabry-Perot etalon, b: filtering of the optical modes with the etalon
transmission function, c: beat tone of the optical modes which are separated by ω or free spectral range
(FSR) of the etalon.

In this technique, the microwave oscillation frequency is determined by the FSR of the etalon. In
Fig. 40(b), Δf represents the optical mode separation and ω is the FSR of the etalon. Since the RF
domain signal results from the beating of the optical modes which are separated by ω, only one
microwave oscillation mode is allowed in the RF domain and the RF filter is no longer required,
as shown in Fig. 40(c).
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The difference of the optical frequencies and the optical phases determines the frequency
and phase of the RF tone. As there are no optical frequency selective elements inside the
standard OEO, the phase-oscillation frequency relationship can be written in a simple form, as
given in Eq. 14. But the proposed OEO uses an etalon which has a characteristic phase response
therefore an additional term is added to the phase-oscillation frequency relation.

where

is the additional RF phase from the etalon and

is the optical frequency. The allowed

RF frequencies of the etalon based OEO are a function of the optical frequency and can also be
expressed as:

The phase information of a Fabry-Perot etalon can be extracted from its transmission coefficient
which is given by:

where r is the amplitude reflection coefficient and
where

⁄

is the round trip phase shift inside the etalon

. The transmission coefficient of the etalon can also be written as
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|

|

, where

is the additional optical phase from the etalon which can be

written as:

(

)

Figure 41: Etalon transmission and phase response characteristics for a 10 Finesse etalon. In the
experiments a 1000 Finesse etalon is used, but a Finesse of 10 is used in this figure to illustrate the
concept.
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Fig. 41 shows the transmission of the etalon which is

and the additional transmission

phase as a function of input light frequency. The center arrow represents the input light
frequency and the left and right arrows are the generated side bands after the intensity
modulation.
The frequency of the CW laser ( ) which lies inside the resonance window of the etalon is
modulated with the oscillation frequency (
frequencies

and

), resulting in two side bands with

, assuming weak modulation. The input CW light can be

expressed as:

where

is the amplitude of the input electric field and the static phase is 0. After intensity

modulation the total electric field becomes:

assuming absolute phase of the optical and RF signal is 0. As the input light frequency lies
within one of the resonance windows of the etalon, and modulation frequency is close to the
FSR, the side bands are also inside the resonance windows and they experience an additional
phase shift as shown in Fig. 41. Mathematically this can be expressed as:
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(
(

)
)

(

)

When the optical frequencies are detected with a photodiode, the modulation frequency is
regenerated but with an additional phase term from the etalon. The regenerated RF signal can be
expressed as:

(

(

))

The above expression consists of two different RF signals with different phases. In Fig. 42, the
properties of additional RF phases with respect to the optical frequency are shown for three
different cases. The first one is when the total round time ( ) is tuned so that
than FSR, in the second case,

is adjusted so that

is less

is equal to FSR and in the third case

is bigger than FSR. The y-axis represents the optical frequency centered at one of the
resonance peaks of the etalon. In the calculations a Fabry-Perot etalon with a FSR of 10.287 GHz
and finesse of 1000 is used. The oscillation frequency is detuned

4 MHz.

When the total round trip time is set to FSR, all the optical tones experiences the same
optical phase shift so the additional RF phase shift is 0. But when the total round trip time is
detuned form the FSR, all optical tones experiences different optical phases which results in an
additional RF phase. The optical tones shown in Fig. 41 have a separation of less than FSR to
illustrate the different additional optical phase change.
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Figure 42: Additional phase from the two RF components, note to the frequency offset. a) when the
oscillation frequency

, is less than FSR (

bigger than FSR (

), b) the

is equal to FSR , c)

is

).

The two RF tones with different phases can be expressed in the form of a single term as:

(
where

)

(

)

is the additional RF phase shift due to the etalon,
(

cancelation factor, and

)

(

) ⁄ ,

(

)

(

is the RF power
) ⁄ , assuming no

dispersion. The additional phase of the total electric field is shown in Fig. 42.
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Figure 43: Additional phase from the total RF field (

). a)

, b)

, c)

The RF power cancellation factor due to the interference is also shown in Fig. 44 with different
detuning frequencies.
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Figure 44: The RF power cancellation factor due to the phase difference of the two RF tones inside the
cavity for three different detuning frequencies.

When we insert the additional RF phase from the etalon (

) to the Eq. 17 we get the

condition for oscillation frequency:

(

)

(

)

While the oscillator frequency of a standard OEO depends only on the total round trip time, the
oscillation frequency of an OEO with etalon depends on both the round trip time and the input
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laser frequency. Fig. 45 shows how the oscillation frequency changes with optical frequency and
with different total round trip times.

Figure 45: Dependence of the oscillation frequency of the oscillator on the optical frequency for eleven
different round trip times. (The center frequency is equal to FSR).

Experimental Setup and Results
A schematic of the OEO with the Fabry-Perot etalon is shown in Fig. 46. A 1550 nm CW laser
is used as the light source. The optical frequency of the CW laser can be tuned by applying an
external voltage. The output of the CW laser is amplified and sent to the electro-optic modulator
(EOM) which is biased at quadrature. A 1000 finesse curved-curved Fabry-Perot etalon with
10.287 GHz free spectral range (FSR) is used as the mode selector. The etalon‘s stability is very
critical as it becomes the frequency reference in the OEO. The etalon is made of ultralow
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expansion quartz and is sealed, so it is less susceptible to environmental changes, such as
temperature or air pressure. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the etalon resonance is 10
MHz. The fiber to fiber insertion loss of the etalon is only 0.8 dB. A total optical delay of 10
meters is employed in order to achieve sufficient electrical supermode suppression. The
photodiode has 16 GHz bandwidth with 0.8 A/W responsivity, and is followed by a 40 dB gain
RF amplifier, after an RF phase shifter. A 10 dB output coupler is used to extract the RF power
and the remaining power is fed back to the EOM.

Figure 46: A schematic of the OEO with Fabry-Perot etalon setup. EDFA: Erbium Doped Fiber
Amplifier, PC: polarization controller, EOM: electro-optic modulator, PD: photodiode, RF. Amp.: RF.
Amplifier.

The optical frequency dependency of RF oscillation is first investigated by changing the total
round trip time

with the RF phase shifter for three different cases:
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,

and

. As the optical frequency is tuned across the resonance window, the RF

frequency is recorded as a spectrogram as shown in Fig. 47. The results are consistent with
numerical simulations shown in Fig. 45.

Figure 47: Spectrogram of oscillation frequency change with optical frequency. a) for
and c)

, b)

.

It must be noted that no optical to RF frequency mapping is observed when the oscillation
frequency is equal to the FSR. Also, the phase noise is observed to drop when the optical
frequency is at the peak of the etalon resonance.
The RF spectrum of the OEO is shown in Fig. 48. The RF power of the tone centered at 10.287
GHz is ~+12 dBm. No mode hopping is observed during the experiment.
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Figure 48: RF spectrum of OEO tone centered at 10.287 GHz.

The phase noise and RF frequency stability of the OEO are also measured and compared with the
standard OEO. In the standard OEO, the Fabry-Perot etalon is replaced by an RF filter while
keeping all other components and parameters constant. The RF filter used in the experiment has
a 3 dB bandwidth of 13 MHz, centered at 10.287 GHz and has an insertion loss of ~5 dB. The
total optical delay is kept constant by adding an appropriate amount of fiber to the cavity.
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Figure 49: Comparison of phase noise of the OEO with RF filter and with etalon (Normalized power).

A comparison of the phase noise of an OEO with an RF filter, and an OEO with an etalon is
shown in Fig. 49. At close offset frequencies, the OEO with the RF filter has 5-10 dB lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than the OEO with Fabry-Perot etalon. The SNR at 10 kHz offset
from the carrier for the OEO with Fabry-Perot etalon is 100 dBc/Hz.
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Figure 50: Spectrogram of the RF traces over 1 min. of OEO with Fabry-Perot etalon (a) and with RF
filter (b).

The RF stability of the oscillation frequency is also measured using a real time RF spectrum
analyzer in the spectrogram mode and compared for the two OEO designs (Fig. 50). The RF
frequency stability over 1 min for the OEO with the Fabry-Perot etalon is 2.6 kHz whereas the
stability for the standard OEO is 5.75 kHz. Fig. 50 clearly shows the improved stability due to
the ultra-stable Fabry-Perot etalon used as the filter.
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Low Noise Optically Tunable OEO
When the total round trip time is set such that the oscillation frequency is mismatched the FSR
range, the oscillation frequency can be fine-tuned by the optical frequency. But the noise of the
OEO is high when the optical frequency is away from the resonance peak, which makes it
impractical to tune the oscillation frequency. In the previous section a standard Mach-Zehnder
modulator is used which creates double side bands and hence two different RF signals with
different phases. When the optical frequency does not match the resonance peak, two RF tones
with different phases inside the cavity create instabilities and also decrease the RF tone power
which results in a higher phase noise. To decrease the phase noise and to make the OEO tunable
(in terms of its optical frequency), single side band modulation of the optical signal is
implemented.
Different methods can be used to generate single side bands [55]. In our experiment a 10 GHz
FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) modulator is used. The modulator has two parallel Mach-Zehnder
intensity modulators in each arm and also one additional phase modulator in the upper arm as
shown in Fig. 51 (a). In order to generate single bands, the input RF signal is divided into two
with one signal sent to the intensity modulator in the lower arm and the other signal sent t o the
phase modulator on the upper arm. The modulation creates side bands with a separation of input
RF frequency as shown in Fig. 51 (b). The signal coming from the phase modulation has two
side bands with a phase difference of

whereas the signal coming from the lower arm (intensity

modulation) has side bands with the same phase. When signals from the upper and lower arms
combine the resulting is a single side band modulated signal, as shown in Fig. 51 (b).
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Figure 51: a) Setup for single side band generation. b) Mechanism for single side band generation.

The system is aligned for single optical side band generation using a synthesizer. A switch is also
added in the setup to easily switch from single side band modulation mode to double side band
modulation.
For the case of an OEO with single side band modulation, Eq. 24 simplifies to:

(

where

(

)

). The power cancellation factor vanishes from the

equation as there is only one RF tone inside the cavity. Also Eq. 25 simplifies to:

(
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)

The single side band generation scheme is applied to the etalon based OEO as shown in Fig.
52.

Figure 52: The schematic of the optical single side band OEO with Fabry-Perot etalon. PC: polarization
controller, PD: photodiode, Signal Amp.: Signal Amplifier, RF. Amp.: RF. Amplifier.

The FSK modulator has a maximum input power limit of 10 mW and has a 10 dB insertion loss
during single side band generation. Therefore, a signal amplifier with 18 dB gain is added to the
setup as the gain of the power amplifier is not sufficient to start the oscillation.
The oscillation frequency is chosen to be ~10.291 GHz, which is off by ~4 MHz from the free
spectral range of the cavity, while the optical frequency is ~4 - 5 MHz off from the resonance
peak. The OEO is initially driven in the dual optical side band modulation mode. The optical
spectrum and the corresponding RF spectrum are shown in Fig. 53 and Fig. 54.
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Figure 53: The dual side band optical spectrum of the OEO. and (b) the RF spectrum of the OEO.

Figure 54: The RF spectrum of the OEO with the dual side band operation
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Figure 55: The single side band optical spectrum of the OEO.

Figure 56: The RF spectrum of the OEO with the single side band operation.
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Fig. 53 shows the typical optical dual side band spectrum with side bands separated by the
oscillation frequency and Fig. 54 shows the RF spectrum of the oscillation tone, centered at
10.291GHz.
When the OEO is operated with single optical side band modulation, the optical spectrum
shows a ~ 38 dB suppression of the first harmonic from the main tone (Fig. 55). The RF
spectrum analyzer trace is shown in Fig. 56. A 10 – 20 dB decrease in noise is achieved with the
optical signal side band generation.
For lowest noise performance, the OEO should be run at the FSR frequency but a low noise
optically tunable OEO can also be achieved by using optical single side band generation and
tuning the oscillation frequency slightly from the FSR by using an RF phase shifter.

Conclusion
In this work, a new optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) scheme is introduced which uses an ultrastable 1000 finesse Fabry-Perot etalon as the oscillator mode selector. The selection of the modes
is performed in the optical domain by the use of the periodic etalon transfer function. The OEO
oscillation frequency is defined by the free spectral range of the etalon. The dependency of the
RF frequency on the input optical frequency is analyzed theoretically and is demonstrated
experimentally. The performance of the new OEO with Fabry Perot etalon is compared with the
standard OEO design that uses an RF filter. When all other parameters are kept constant except
the mode selector, the OEO with the Fabry-Perot etalon results in better phase noise performance
and higher RF frequency stability. An optically tunable OEO can also be implemented by simply
tuning the oscillation frequency slightly from the FSR by using an RF phase shifter. When the
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oscillation frequency is detuned from the FSR of the etalon, the noise increases with a standard
optical dual side band generator intensity modulation. However, a single side band modulation
technique has been experimentally implemented to achieve low noise operation with optical
frequency tunability.
The resonance bandwidth of the etalon can be narrowed easily by using a higher finesse etalon
which will allow longer optical fiber delays with higher Q to be used in the OEO. When higher
finesse etalons are used, a CW laser frequency locking system such as Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
method [23] may be required to lock the laser frequency to the etalon resonance peak. Also
optical single side band generation can be used in any OEO in order to overcome the chromaticdispersion effects if the total dispersion is high.
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CHAPTER 7: HIGH RESOLUTION OPTICAL FREQUENCY STABILITY
MEASUREMENT REFERENCED TO AN ULTRA-STABLE ETALON

The measurement of the optical frequency stability of a laser can provide useful information
about the light source performance. Optical spectrum analyzers can be used for this purpose, but
they cannot simultaneously offer high resolution measurements with fast scan rates. Therefore,
the photodetected heterodyne mixing of two independent laser sources is generally used to study
the optical frequency stability of one laser with respect to the other on an RF spectrum analyzer.
The heterodyne beat tone is equal to the difference in optical frequencies of the two laser
sources. However, as the instability of the beat tone can be due to the drift or fluctuations of any
of the two light sources, hence reliable measurements cannot be obtained unless the reference
laser is significantly more stable than the laser under test [54,56]. In the past, lasers with high
optical frequency stability have been demonstrated by stabilizing the optical beam to a high
finesse etalon via the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [23], by locking the optical frequency to an
atomic resonance [57], or by locking the carrier envelope offset frequency of a mode-locked
laser [58].
The generation of low noise RF tones by using optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs) with
different architectures has been reported in [59-63]. The standard OEO consists of a seed laser
source followed by a modulator. The modulated signal is photodetected, amplified, and filtered
by an RF filter and then sent back to the modulator to complete the loop. A refractive index
measurement method by using an OEO was also proposed and shown experimentally in [64].
Recently, another OEO setup which uses a Fabry-Perot etalon as the mode selector instead of an
RF filter was introduced [65]. The etalon based OEO architecture has great potential in
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generating ultra-low noise RF tones because the etalons can have ultra-high stability and narrow
resonance width. For example an etalon with 5 kHz resonance width and 63 mHz/s linear drift
was reported recently [66].
In this paper, a method for directly mapping the drift and fluctuations in the optical frequency
of a laser to the RF domain is demonstrated using an etalon based optoelectronic oscillator. The
etalon introduces an additional phase to the optical tones, depending on the input CW light
frequency, which causes a change in the accumulated RF frequency phase and thus the RF
oscillation frequency. The drift and fluctuation of the input light frequency can be measured with
high precision from the offset RF frequency. Moreover, since the Fabry Perot Etalon is sealed
and made of ultralow expansion quartz, it is stable and measurements are accurate and
repeatable. By using this technique, the optical frequency stability of a CW laser is measured
with ~3.5 kHz optical frequency resolution at update rates of 90 Hz.

Theory

In the etalon based OEO architecture [65], the periodic transmission function of the etalon
only allows the optical frequencies which are separated by the free spectral range (FSR) to
oscillate, and eliminates the frequencies that lie outside the resonance width. In this technique,
the microwave oscillation frequency is determined by the FSR of the etalon. In Fig. 57(a) and
(b), Δν represents the optical mode separation and ω is the FSR of the etalon. Since the RF
domain signal results from the beating of the optical modes which are separated by ω, only one
microwave oscillation mode is allowed in the RF domain as seen in Fig. 57(c).
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Figure 57: (a) Filtering of the optical modes with the etalon transmission function, (Δν is the cavity
fundamental frequency), (b) after filtering, only the modes inside the resonance width survive. (c) beat
tone of the optical modes separated by ω or free spectral range (FSR) of the etalon.
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Figure 58: Etalon transmission function and transmitted light phase properties.

With the classical OEO setup, the oscillation frequency is independent of optical frequency and
can be written as:

2N  2f osc ( )
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(28)

Where fosc is the oscillation frequency, τ is the round trip time and N is an integer. In the etalon
based OEO there is an additional RF phase term because of the etalon. The new phase relation
can be written as:

2N  2f osc ( , )   ( )

(29)

where, φ(ν) is the additional RF phase term due to the etalon.
After the intensity modulator the total electric field can be written as (assuming weak
modulation):

E (t )  E 1 cos(2 1t )  E 0 cos(2 0 t )  E 1 cos(2 1t )

(30)

where, E-1,E0 and E+1 are the amplitudes of the optical tones and ν-1= ν0-fosc and ν+1= ν0+ fosc are
the frequencies of generated optical tones. The input laser frequency, ν0, lies within one of the
resonance windows and as the fosc is close to the FSR other optical tones are also inside
resonance windows. When an optical tone pass through the resonance it experiences an
additional phase as shown in Fig. 58 which is given by:

 ( )

 r 2 sin( ( )) 

 ( ) 
 arctan
2
2
1

r
cos(

(

))
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(31)

where δ(ν) is the round trip phase shift inside the etalon, and r is the amplitude reflection
coefficient. The total electric field after passing through the etalon can be expressed as:

E (t )  E1 cos(2 1t  ( 1 ))  E0 cos(2 0 t  ( 0 ))  E1 cos(2 1t  ( 1 ))
(32)
This will yield an RF tone, given by:

E RF (t )  E RF cos2f osc ( , )t   ( )  cos ( ) 

(33)

where, φ(ν) is the additional phase shift due to the etalon (φ(ν)=(ψ(ν+1)-ψ(ν-1))/2) and
θ(ν)= ψ(ν0)-(ψ(ν+1)-ψ(ν-1))/2. By using the additional phase the oscillation frequency can be
written as:

f osc ( , ) 

N





 (  f osc ( , ))  (  f osc ( , ))
4

(34)

Note that, without the etalon, the oscillation frequency is independent of the optical frequency
and only depends on the total round trip time as shown in Eq.28. However, when the etalon is
inserted into the system, the oscillation frequency of the OEO depends on both, the total round
trip time and the optical frequency as shown in Eq. 34. By adjusting the optical frequency and
total round trip time, a linear regime between optical frequency of the seed laser and the
generated RF tone can be realized. Therefore one can use this effect to characterize frequency
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fluctuations of the seed laser by measuring the frequency fluctuation of the RF tone generated by
the OEO.

Experiment

To experimentally demonstrate the above concept, a narrow linewidth (<1 kHz) CW laser is used
in the setup shown in Fig.59. By tuning the frequency control voltage, the optical frequency of
the laser is shifted to a transmission resonance window of the etalon. The output of the CW laser
is passed through an acousto-optic modulator and directed to the electro-optic modulator (EOM)
which is biased at quadrature. The Fabry-Perot etalon (Advance Thin Films) has two curved
mirrors with 50 cm radius, a free spectral range of 10.287 GHz, and finesse of 1000 which
corresponds to a resonance width of 10 MHz. The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of the etalon is 0.8
dB. The etalon is sealed to increase the stability. It is made of ultra-low expansion (ULE) quartz
with an expansion coefficient of 30 ppb K-1. With temperature stabilization and under vacuum,
ULE Fabry Perot etalons can reach exceptional stability [66]. The photodiode has a bandwidth of
16 GHz and a responsivity of 0.8 A/W. It is followed by an RF phase shifter and a 40 dB gain
RF amplifier. A 10 dB output coupler is used to extract the RF signal and is analyzed using a real
time RF spectrum analyzer (RT-RFSA); the remaining 90% of the RF power is fed back to the
EOM. The overall cavity length of the OEO is ~10 meters.
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Figure 59: Experimental setup. The first part consists of the laser under test and calibration and the second
part is the measurement setup. AOM: acousto-optic modulator, PC: polarization controller, EOM: electrooptic modulator, PD: photo-detector, RF. Amp: RF amplifier, RFSA: radio frequency spectrum analyzer.

Figure 60: The RF tone of the detuned optoelectronic loop.
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When the oscillation frequency is set to the etalon FSR using the RF phase shifter, the optical
side bands generated by the intensity modulation are symmetrical with respect to the resonances
and experience the same additional etalon optical phase shift, and thus the optical frequency shift
does not map to the RF domain. In order to break the symmetry, the total RF phase is detuned
using the phase shifter, resulting in a shift in the center RF oscillation frequency from 10.287
GHz to 10.290 GHz.
Fig. 60 shows a typical RF spectrum of the oscillator with detuning. In order to observe the
mapping of the optical domain to the RF domain, the optical frequency is linearly swept through
the resonance. The simulation and experimental results are given in Fig. 61(a) and (b),
respectively. The measurement range is limited by the linear-like regime which is ~ 5 MHz as
shown in Fig. 61(a) and 61(b). The mapping of the optical frequency change to the RF domain is
shown by modulating the optical frequency using an acousto-optic modulator driven by a
linearly swept RF frequency, Fig.62.

Figure 61: Simulation results for mapping the optical frequency change to the RF domain and (b)
experimental results.
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Figure 62: Spectrogram of the RF tone when the laser frequency is varied using an acousto-optic
modulator.

The performance of the CW laser is analyzed during the warm up time and also after warm up.
Fig. 63 (a) shows the frequency drift during the warm up process and a sudden change in the
optical frequency is observed. The short term frequency fluctuations of the laser are also
measured after warm up. A calibration is necessary in order to get the correct conversion from
the RF domain to the optical domain. For this purpose, the optical frequency is shifted by 5 MHz
using the acousto-optic modulator and the corresponding RF frequency shift is measured and
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found to be 0.7 MHz, shown in Fig. 63 (b). This results in a conversion factor of Δν/Δf=7.14,
where Δν is the optical frequency shift and Δf represents the corresponding shift in the RF
frequency. The conversion factor also represents the sensitivity of the measurement system; the
smaller the conversion factor, the larger the sensitivity of the system to optical frequency
changes.

Figure 63: (a) Optical frequency spectrogram during the warm up of the CW laser, (b) Calibration of the
measurement system using an acousto-optic modulator.
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Figure 64: Optical frequency fluctuation measurement of the CW laser.

By using the conversion factor the maximum frequency deviation of the laser is measured (after
warm up) with respect to the ultra-stable etalon, and found to be 198 kHz over a duration of 1
min, as shown in Fig. 64. The measurement range is limited to half of the resonance width of the
etalon, i.e. 5 MHz. The 3 dB electrical bandwidth of the signal is measured as ~0.5 kHz which
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corresponds to an optical frequency resolution of ~3.5 kHz after multiplying by the conversion
factor. The update rate of the measurement was ~90 Hz, which corresponds to the 11 ms sweep
time. The resolution and update rate are inversely proportional to each other.

Theoretical Analysis and Discussion

The range and the sensitivity of the system can be changed by using two variables: the finesse of
the etalon and the length of the cavity. If a CW laser with large frequency instability is to be
measured, a lower finesse etalon can be used to increase the measurement range. However, a
lower finesse etalon will offer lower sensitivity. Fig. 65 and 66 show the dependency of
measurement range and sensitivity to the finesse for a fixed cavity length.

Figure 65: Measurement range vs. the Finesse of the etalon.
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Figure 66: Measurement sensitivity with different Finesse values (for a fixed cavity length).

Figure 67: The change of sensitivity for different cavity lengths (fixed finesse). The sensitivity is
normalized for a cavity length of 1m. Note that during the experiment the length of the cavity was ~10m.
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Another method to increase the sensitivity of the measurement method is to decrease the total
cavity length. For a fixed finesse, the dependency (or sensitivity) is inversely proportional to the
cavity round trip time or cavity length (second part of Eq. 7). Fig. 67 shows how the sensitivity
changes as the length of the cavity changes.

Conclusion

A novel technique for the measurement of the optical frequency stability of a CW laser is
presented. The resonance transmission window of a 1000 finesse Fabry-Perot etalon is used as a
reference, and is utilized for mapping the optical frequency fluctuations of a CW laser to the RF
domain. This technique does not require an independent reference laser source and results in
measurements with high resolution (~3.5 kHz) at fast update rates (90 Hz). Measurements
performed on a stable CW laser revealed a maximum drift of 198 kHz over a duration of 1 min.
The measurement range is limited to half of the resonance width of the etalon, and can be
increased by using an etalon with lower finesse or higher FSR. The sensitivity of the new
measurement method can be increased by a factor of 10 by simply making the cavity 10 times
shorter (~ 1 m.). Moreover, by using an etalon with ultra-high finesse [66] the precision of the
proposed method can be increased to sub-Hz level.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, the developments and novel methods for generating stable and narrow linewidth
optical frequency combs and ultralow noise RF tone generation for photonic analog to digital
conversion, coherent communication, arbitrary waveform generation and optical clock
distribution are presented.
In my PhD research, first I have improved the precision of PDH based free spectral range
measurement of a Fabry-Perot etalon by dynamically changing the static modulation and
averaging electronically during data acquisition. The modified PDH based etalon free spectral
range measurement resulted in 2 order of magnitude increase in the measurement precision
which means 1 part in 106. The modified PDH based FSR measurement is used for building a 10
GHz mode-locked laser with 1000 finesse etalon. The MLL have a timing jitter integrated over
1Hz-100MHz is measured to be 3 fs, the extrapolated timing jitter up to Nyquist is only 14 fs.
The integrated amplitude noise of the MLL over 1Hz-100MHz is 0.023%. Optical frequency
fluctuations are less than 150 kHz and the optical comb linewidth is measured as < 1 kHz.
When the frequency noise of an etalon based mode-locked laser is measured referenced to
the ULE etalon, a frequency noise of 10 Hz/√Hz at 10 Hz offset is obtained. In order to find out
the absolute frequency noise of the MLL, the optical frequencies of two independent MLL are
compared. Whereas both lasers has excellent frequency noise properties (~10 Hz/√Hz at 10 Hz
offset) referenced to the etalons, the RF tone which results from the beating of two independent
lasers has larger noise. This implies that the lasers are following the ULE etalons pretty well but
the etalon resonance window frequencies are fluctuating slight due to the thermal noise and air
pressure changes. In order to get rid of this problem a vacuumed and temperature stabilized
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etalon should be incorporated with the system. Also an increase of the etalon finesse would
results in a higher Q and hence to a narrower linewidth and lower noise.
Depending on the application, there can be tight restrictions on the weight and size of the
mode-locked laser. To make the mode-locked laser much more smaller, compact and light
weighted fiberized etalons can be used [67]. However, the Pound-Drever-Hall technique could
not be applied to these lasers because of the polarization mode dispersion of the fiberized etalon.

Figure 68: Setup for mode-locked laser with intracavity fiberized etalon with PDH locking. I: isolator,
SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, OPS: Optical phase shifter, PD: photodetectorPC: polarization
controller, IM: intensity modulator, PID: PID controller, PM: phase modulator, Cir : optical circulator,
OPS: Optical Phase Shifter, VOD: Variable Optical Delay
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The polarization mode dispersion results in two different resonance windows with an offset
frequency for two orthogonal polarization light state. If the standard PDH locking technique
applies to the etalon which uses two orthogonal polarization states, the error signal will not be
obtained and hence no locking will be achieved. To overcome this problem the PDH system is
included inside the laser cavity which does not need two orthogonal polarization states. With the
new method the intra-cavity phase modulator is used for obtaining the PDH error signal and the
mode-locking is obtained by the loss modulation via an intensity modulator. The new method
allows the PDH locking technique to be used with the fiberized etalons.
In this thesis, a novel method for low noise RF tone generation is introduced, which uses an
etalon as the mode-selector instead of an RF filter. This method had advantages over the standard
method such as higher stability, lower loss and narrower linewidth. One drawback of this method
is the CW laser stability requirements. As the etalon resonance windows has a 10 MHz FWHM,
the stability of the CW laser must be < 10 MHz. In order to solve this problem a PDH method
can be added to the system as shown in Fig. 69.
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Figure 69: Opto-electronic oscillator scheme with PDH locking.

In this system, part of the CW light will be phase modulated and then sent back to the etalon
from the back side via a polarization beam splitter. After reflecting from the etalon the beam will
be directed to the PDH system without interfering with the OEO cavity. After photodetection and
mixing with the local oscillator the error signal can be sent to the CW laser via a PID controller.
This will lock the optical frequency to the etalon resonance window, and hence long term
stability will be obtained.
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE FOR OPTICAL AND RF PHASE
RELATION OF ETALON BASED OEO

clear;
n=1.5;

% index of fiber

L=10;

% length of optical delay in meters

c=3*10^8;

% speed of light

nustart=192009000000;

% start frequency in kHz

nuspan=3000000;

% 1 kHz

nuend=nustart+nuspan;

% finish frequency

r=0.9984429;

% reflectiviy of the etalon mirrors

FSR=10000000;

% FSR of the etalon

nu=linspace(nustart,nuend,nuspan);
spphase=pi*nu/FSR;
tr=(1-r^2)./(1-r^2*exp(1i.*2*spphase));
T=tr.*conj(tr);
ephase=imag(log(tr));
amplitude=real(tr);

RF1=zeros(1,nuspan);
RF2=zeros(1,nuspan);
RFT=zeros(1,nuspan);
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RFphase1=zeros(1,nuspan);
RFamp1=zeros(1,nuspan);
RFphase2=zeros(1,nuspan);
RFamp2=zeros(1,nuspan);
RFphasetotal=zeros(1,nuspan);
RFpower=zeros(1,nuspan);
fmod1=zeros(1,nuspan);
fmod2=zeros(1,nuspan);
fmodd=zeros(1,nuspan);
fmodabs1=zeros(1,nuspan);
fmodabs2=zeros(1,nuspan);
deltaf1=zeros(1,nuspan);
deltaf2=zeros(1,nuspan);

detuning=4000;
deltaf(1999)=detuning;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

N=2^20;
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fc=100;
fm=0.01;
t=linspace(0,1000,N);
A1=exp(1i*2*pi*fc*t);
A2=exp(1i*2*pi*(fc+fm)*t+1i*0.9);
A3=exp(1i*2*pi*(fc+fm)*t-1i*0.9);
Arf1=cos(2*pi*fm*t+0.9);
Arf2=cos(2*pi*fm*t-0.9);
A=Arf1+Arf2;

for i=20000:1990000;
RFphase1(i)=ephase(i)-ephase(i-detuning);
RFamp1(i)=amplitude(i-detuning)*amplitude(i);
RFphase2(i)=ephase(i+detuning)-ephase(i-detuning);
RFamp2(i)=amplitude(i)*amplitude(i+detuning);
RFphasetotal(i)=RFphase1(i)+RFphase2(i);
RFpower(i)=cos((RFphase1(i)-RFphase2(i))/2);
fmod1(i)=(RF(i)+1000*pi)*c/(L*index*2*pi)/1000;
fmodabs(i)=round(fmod1(i));
deltaf(i)=10000000-detuning-fmodabs(i);
end
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subplot(3,2,1),plot(t,real(Arf1));
subplot(3,2,2),plot(t,real(Arf2));
subplot(3,2,3),plot(t,real(A));
subplot(3,2,4),plot(i,RFphase1);
subplot(3,2,5),plot(RFphase2);
subplot(3,2,6),plot(RFphasetotal/2);

figure(1);
plot(RFpower.^2)%;hold on; plot(RFphase2,'r'); hold on; plot(RFphasetotal/2,'black');
xlim([980000 1020000]);

figure(2);
plot(RFphase1); hold on; plot(RFphase2/2); %hold on; plot(RFphasetotal/2);
xlim([980000 1020000]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for i=20000:1990000;
RFT(i)=((ephase(i+deltaf1(i-1))-ephase(i))+(ephase(i)-ephase(i-deltaf1(i-1))))/2;
fmod1(i)=(RFT(i)+1000*pi)*c/(L*index*2*pi)/1000;
fmodabs1(i)=round(fmod1(i));
deltaf1(i)=10000000+detuning-fmodabs1(i);
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end

for i=20000:1990000;
RF1(i)=(ephase(i+deltaf1(i-1))-ephase(i));%+(ephase(i)-ephase(i-deltaf1(i-1))))/2;
fmodd(i)=(RF1(i)+1000*pi)*c/(L*index*2*pi)/1000;
fmodabs1(i)=round(fmodd(i));
deltaf1(i)=10000000+detuning-fmodabs1(i);
end
%fmod1=fmod;

for i=20000:1990000;
RF2(i)=ephase(i)-ephase(i-deltaf2(i-1));
fmod2(i)=(RF2(i)+1000*pi)*c/(L*index*2*pi)/1000;
fmodabs2(i)=round(fmod2(i));
deltaf2(i)=10000000+detuning-fmodabs2(i);
end
RFpower=(cos(((RF1-RF2))/2)).^2;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);
plot(fmod1);
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xlim([970000 1030000]);

plot(fmod)
tt=linspace((-nuspan/2),(nuspan/2),2^n);

figure(1);
plot(fmod1);%hold on; plot(RF2,'r'); hold on; plot((RF1+RF2)/2,'black');
xlim([980000 1020000]);

figure(2);
subplot(3,1,1),plot(RF1);
xlim([980000 1020000]);
subplot(3,1,2),plot(RF2);
xlim([980000 1020000]);
subplot(3,1,3),plot(fmod1);
xlim([980000 1020000]);
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